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The forgotten planning domain


 

Among the basic essentials of life –
 

air, water, 
shelter, food –

 
food

 
has been absent from the 

planning agenda (APA)


 
The food system (from farm to fork) has been 
“a stranger to the planning field”

 
(Pothukuchi

 and Kaufman, 2000)


 
This applies to Europe and the US, while street 
food vendors in Asia and Africa are harassed by 
planners



The drivers of change


 

Food has moved up the political (and planning) 
agenda for many reasons:


 
food security is now a national security issue



 
food chain accounts for 31% of GHG emissions in 
the EU



 
burgeoning problems of obesity/hunger 



 
food system a prism for land, water, energy and 
transport planning



 
local food revolution/place and provenance



Food planning in North America


 

First food planning track in APA history at the 
national planning conference in SF in 2005 


 

Over 100 food policy councils been formed at 
state, city and county levels


 

Big cities loom large in food planning:


 
New York

 
–

 
food and health agenda



 
Seattle –

 
food and sustainability agenda



 
San Francisco

 
–

 
most holistic agenda to date



 
Toronto

 
–

 
first Food Policy Council (1991)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(I just added Toronto, and I added a slide a few slides down) 



NYC: Life-Cycle FoodWorks
 

Model

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kevin, I dropped this slide in here for a new NYC graphic. I like the way they’ve “branded” their FoodWorks (2010) via the consistent image-icons ... 
- And again, the importance of an “integrated” approach rather than a uni-focal / uni-sectoral / uni-level etc one ... 



Seattle: holistic goals drive food policy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kevin, these are some clips from the Seattle City Council’s website. I thought it was relevant that the council chair has a blog ... With quite a few entries under the “food policy” tag, so you can see that “stuff is going on” there in Food Planning ... !



San Francisco: integrative policy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, the importance of the “integral nature” of the FP strategies / policies / visions / etc ... Something that really comes through in all the “successful” policies ... 



Toronto Food Policy Council: a pioneer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(I’m sure you can talk all about the TFPC!) 



Food planning in Africa


 

Examples of food planning in Africa include:


 

Urban agriculture: planners are beginning to recognise 
UA as a legitimate activity in the city, where vendors 
need better access to resources and more secure user 
rights (Dar es

 
Salaam/Kampala are the pioneers here)



 

Home-grown school feeding: a radical new model 
which aims to procure more locally-produced food 
instead of imported food from the global north



Food planning in Latin America


 

Belo Horizonte
 

(Brazil) is the community food 
planning capital of Latin America


 

Strong city-wide commitment to food security in a 
country with strong national policies (Fome

 
Zero)


 

BH targets all stages of the food chain and the most 
vulnerable citizens (e.g. poorest, children, pregnant 
women, nursing mothers)


 

BH dubbed “the city that abolished hunger”



Food planning in Europe


 

Big cities hog the food planning headlines:


 

Rome –
 

led the school food revolution with its quality 
food for all



 

London
 

–
 

launched a healthy food plan as part of a 
sustainable world city strategy



 

Amsterdam
 

–
 

issued an urban food strategy for human 
health, ecological integrity and to re-connect the city with 
its countryside


 

But all these cities have since regressed



The quality revolution in Rome



 

67.5% of the food is organic


 

44% of the food comes from 
‘bio-dedicated’ food chains



 

26% of the food is local


 

14% of the food is Fair 
Trade



 

2% of the food comes from 
social cooperatives



Rome: “Goodbye, organic food”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just a slide to highlight the impermanence of the Rome reforms (... And, maybe, the need for a more integrated, whole-scale, holistic food policy ... ) Fortunately all the headline words are just about the same in English! “School meals: Goodbye organic; conventional products return to the menu.” “Families in alarm. Rabbit meat to replace pork. Organic parmiggiano reggiano and butter cut in favour of their less costly counterparts ...” (FYI: I think the headline is somewhat alarmist, but still ...) 



The public plate/power of purchase


 

Food planning must harness the power of purchase 


 
Paradox of public procurement:


 

one of the most powerful policy tools


 

one of the most neglected tools


 

Can the power of purchase help re-localise the food 
chain?


 

In theory yes -
 

but remember the rise and fall of the 
Public Sector Food Procurement Initiative



Public procurement: the key barriers


 

Cost –
 

perceptions of higher costs


 
Knowledge

 
–

 
lack of whole life costing skills


 

Risk –
 

risk-aversion is deeply entrenched


 
Legal –

 
uncertainty about the legal rules


 

Inertia
 

–
 

the power of habit/comfort zone


 
Leadership –

 
the lack of leadership is the norm



Community food enterprise



 
Big drivers of change –

 
climate change, peak oil, ethical 

consumers –
 

are not enough


 
State action needed to create space for CFEs


 

Social clauses to supply the public plate


 

Local authority outsourcing/asset transfers


 

New skill sets and infrastructure for local food


 

Making Local Food Work programme led by the Plunkett 
Foundation



New food planning actors

Smaller cities taking the lead? 


 

Malmo, Sweden –
 

food policy as part of broader 
sustainability policy


 

Bristol, UK –
 

“start to rebuild a food culture for 
Bristol that has the health of people and planet at 
heart”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(As we talked about ... “where things are actually happening” is in the smaller cities ... 



Malmo, Sweden

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intro / Summary slide. Points: 
Malmo HAS a food policy. 
“Where is Malmo”
The importance of food – more than just a meal – sums up “the point” of the day, doesn’t it: Food is important on so many different planes – THEREFORE, shouldn’t it be the purview of the Planning Discipline to treat it as important – or at least to treat it, period...? 
Importance of the integration of Malmo’s food policy WITHIN a broader (and broadly embraced, it seems) sustainability strategy / policy. This is a photo of the Augustenberg Eco-City (green neighborhood development project) 



Malmo:  “Eat SMART”



Malmo: leadership by example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are all blurbs from the Food Policy. You can read them or not read them, but I think they express various “interesting aspects” of Malmo’s food strategy. 
We value food in Malmo. It’s simple – but the truth is, if the way most cities approach food value is ALSO indicative of their value system, I guess that says they really DON’T value food all that much. 
I like the second line: “The Power of the Public Plate” ... 
Recognition of food, again, in a holistic, integrated way: it’s not just carbon, it’s not just calories, it’s not just festivals, it’s a “WHOLE” ... It’s all of these ... 
Some of the specific tenets of the project. 
I like this last one because it’s gets beyond much of the simplified, binary thinking that plagues many strategies (i.e. “local is good” or “vegetables are good” ....) . This is nice because it says: “We live in Sweden. We have lots of carrots. Let’s eat lots of carrots.” 



Malmo: joined-up policy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kevin: It seems to me that one of the keys to Malmo’s successful “design and delivery” of its food strategy (to the extent that it is indeed successful, recognizing that much progress remains essential to achieving “the vision”) is a supportive legislative environment at many levels. The “relevant steering documents” listed here in the Malmo food policy aren’t so interesting in their specificity (at least, so it seems to me) as for their multiplicity and integration at many levels (City of Malmo, Swedish Parliament, Swedish Food Administration ...) . Basically, the point is: Wow! Look at how many different “supporting structures” to draw upon!




Bristol: “positive food planning power”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maybe you can talk about your experience with the new Bristol FPC? 



Food System Thinking in Bristol



APA: recognizes food as “important”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally issued its first policy guide on food planning in 2007. 



Food planning: not a done deal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kevin, I thought this was interesting. Though the APA has indeed recently “stepped up to the plate” and recognized the importance of food planning – officially – it’s probably important to recognize that not all planners (members and non-members alike) are in agreement. And I suppose that is part of the “challenge” ... 
This viewpoint appeared in the APA’s journal “Planning” in response / opposition to a 2009 article emphasizing food planning ... 




APA: promoting planning education


 

Fee-based web conference for CM credits


 
“Urban agriculture and food systems planning”


 

Free multi-week online courses for CM credit


 
“Planning for healthy places with health impact 
assessment”


 

2012 National Conference to include “Food 
Systems Planning” track

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maybe you can also use this slide / time to talk about your thoughts on 
 What kind of training would be best / most helpful / most appropriate for practicing planners 
 How food systems planning should be integrated into the university course for planners
(CM credits are “Certification Maintenance Credits”)



Food planning in the UK

• Food is no longer a stranger to the planning field 
• Copeland v Tower Hamlets

 
case (2010) ruled that a hot 

food takeaway near a school was a “material 
consideration”

 
for planning purposes

• Planners in the UK can play a big role in shaping 
sustainable places (but not a mainstream view yet)

• Planners can help to render food visible in our 
communities and make the connections with other 
planning fields (visibility/connectivity are vital)



We need more food planning icons

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kevin, you know your comment to me about “What we need is an Empire State Building. We need somebody (some city) “big” to “step up” and be the Exemplar of Good Food Planning / Strategy. We’ve seen a lot of talking but not much walking by the Big Cities. It’s been the smaller cities like Bristol, Malmo, etc who have done the walking. WHAT WE NEED is for one of the biggees to step up, walk the walk, and be the Go-to Model of Good Food Planning = Big All-Around Impact.” ... ? That comment. I thought it was a great one, a good finisher. I though the Eiffel Tower was a nicer picture than the Empire State Building, and probably more appropriate give the food metaphor  
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